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1. INTRODUCTION 
Our main purpose in this paper is to show that some control of projec- 
tive summands of permutation modules in characteristic 2 may be afforded 
using the properties of the Frobenius-Schur indicator, v. Throughout the 
paper, G denotes a finite group, R a complete discrete valuation ring of 
characteristic 0 which contains a primitive 1 GI th root of unity, and is such 
that k = R/J(R) is algebraically closed of characteristic 2. Of course (as is 
well known) whenever H is a subgroup of G, there is a natural bijection 
between the indecomposable summands of Indg(R) and of Indz(k). Also, 
it should be remarked that many questions about indecomposable summands 
of permutation modules can be reduced to questions about projective 
summands of permutation modules. 
We let { ti: 1 < i< s} be a full set of representatives for the distinct 
conjugacy classes of involutions of G. We recall that for x~Irrc(G), 
v(x) = 0 if x is not real valued 
v(x)= -1 if x is real valued, but not realizable over R 
v(x) = 1 if x is realizable over [w, 
and that v(x) = (WI 1 CgsG xk*). 
Our main tool is the simple: 
LEMMA 1. Let 8 be a class function of G which vanishes on 2-singular 
elements. Then we have 
$GJ c @g2) = (6 1) + i (Res’&,,,(Q 1). gsG i= 1 
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ProoJ: Note that 0( g2) = 0 if 4 divides o(g). Thus we see easily that 
c ek2) 
{geG:o(g)isodd} 
c e(2) 
{x~C~(ri): o(x)isodd) 
= (4 1) + i (Res&&V, 1). 
i=i 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose now that 8 is the character afforded by a projec- 
tive indecomposable RG module, P say. Then: 
(i) 0 has an irreducible constituent, 1, with zf= 1 (Res&&), I) Q 
v(x). 
(ii) If P is the projective cover of the trivial module, then (counting 
multiplicities) 0 has at least s irreducible constituents, with V(X) = 1, 
j$l Ws&,,,(xh 1) = 0. 
ProoJ Write 8= 1 d,,x, where each de,, > 0 and x runs over certain 
irreducibIe characters of G. Then we have 
= 1 dox [6,, + i (Res&&), I)] (using Lemma 1). 
i=l 
(i) If P is not the projective cover of the trivial module then I is not 
a constituent of 0, so we have 
Thus, for some x, we have CT= 1 (Res’&,,(X), 1) <v(x) (and d,, # 0), so (i) 
follows. 
(ii) IfP is the projective cover of the trivial module then d,, = 1, and 
v( 1) = 1, so we see that 
O=s+ C dex -v(x)+ i (Res&,J.A 1) 1 
X+1 i= 1 1 
and (ii) follows easily. 
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Remarks. (1) Note that if G is an elementary abelian 2-group, then the 
bound of part (ii) is achieved. 
(2) Note that if 8 above is irreducible and real-valued, then v(0) = 1 
and there is exactly one value of i with (Res&,,,(B), 1) #O (in fact 
(ResG Cc(r,J(0), 1j = 1 for this i), whereas if t9 is irreducible but not real- 
valued, then (Res&tij(Q), 1) = 0 for each i. 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose that 0 and P are as in Corollary 2. Then there 
is at most one value of j for which P 1 IndG ,-,(,,(R). Furthermore, if there is 
such a value of j, then P occurs with multiplicity one as a summand of 
Ind&,,,,(R), don = 0 or 1 for each x E Irr(G), and v(x) = 1 whenever dex = 1. 
ProoJ: Suppose that P occurs as a summand of Ind&,,,,(R) with multi- 
plicity m > 0. Then whenever x is an irreducible constituent of 8 we have 
(Res&,,(X), 1 = (Ind’&,,( l), x) 2 mds,. Now P is not the projective cover 
of the trivial module (since, for example, the only Scott module which 
occurs as a summand of Ind’ .,(,,(R) has vertex a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
C,(t,)). Hence, as before, we have 
Thus 1, de,[md,, - v(x)] < 0 so that m = 1, dsx = 1 or 0 for each 1, and 
V(X) = 1 whenever d,, = 1. Furthermore, whenever dex = 1, we must have 
(Res’ cGg,(x), 1) = 6, for 1 < i 6 s, so that, in particular, P is not a summand 
of IndCGiJR) when i#j. 
Careful examination of the proof above yields: 
COROLLARY 4. Suppose that P,, P, are projective indecomposable RG- 
modules affording respective characters el, e2 with tll # 8,. Suppose further 
that there are involutions t, u (not necessarily distinct) of G such that 
P, IInd&,,(R) and P2 1 Ind&,,,(R). Then (0,, f3,) = 0. 
Also we have: 
COROLLARY 5. Let M be a subgroup of G such that C,(t) < A4 and 
C,(u) d M, where t and u are non-conjugate involutions of G. Then Indyf(R) 
has no projective summand. 
BrooJ It suffices to show that IndG,(k) has no projective indecom- 
posable summand. Suppose that P were such a summand. Then since 
Indz(k) is isomorphic to a submodule of Ind&,,(k), it follows (since P is 
injective) that P is isomorphic to a summand of Ind&,,(k). Similarly, P is 
isomorphic to a summand of Ind&,,(k). Now P “lifts” to an RG-module 
p say (which is projective), and pIInd&,,(R), fiI Ind&,,(R) contrary to 
Corollary 3 (as t and u are non-conjugate involutions of G). 
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Remark. More generally, it is easy to modify the above proof to show 
that if S is a simple kM-module which occurs as a composition factor of 
both Indy&k) and Indg6(,, (k), then IndE[(S) is projective-free. 
We also have: 
COROLLARY 6. Let A4 be a subgroup of G with C,(t) < M for some 
involution t E G. Let S be a simple kM-module which occurs as a composition 
factor of Ind&,(k). Then either: 
(i) Indff(S) is projective free, or 
(ii) S occurs precisely once as a composition factor of Ind&,,(k). 
Proof: Suppose that S occurs more than once as a composition factor 
of Ind$,,(k), and that P is a projective indecomposable summand of 
IndG,(S). Then (since P is also injective), P occurs at least twice as a 
summand of Ind&,(k), contrary to Corollary 3. 
COROLLARY 7. Suppose that T is a simple kG-module such that P(T) 
(the projective cover of T) is a summand of Ind&,,(k) for some involution 
t E G. Then T does not occur as a composition factor of any summand of 
Ind&,(k) other than P(T). 
Proof Let P denote the “lift” of P(T) to a projective RG-module. Let 
% be the character afforded by P. Then 6 =x7= i xi, where the xi are 
distinct irreducible characters of G (using Corollary 3). Also 
(Res&,)(Xi), 1) = 1 for each i (from the proof of Corollary 3) so that 
(Res&,,(%h 1) = m = (6, Ind&,,(l)). 
Now let % be the Brauer character associated to T. Then (6, Ind&,,(l )) 
is the multiplicity of /? “in” the Brauer character of Ind&,,(k), so is the 
multiplicity of T as a composition factor of Ind&,,(k). Hence T occurs 
(6, 6) times as a composition factor of Ind’&,,(k). However, T already 
occurs (6, 6) times as a composition factor of P(T), and the result follows. 
Remark. Of course, Corollary 7 implies Corollary 4. 
2. AN APPLICATION, AN EXAMPLE 
We recall that a proper subgroup, H, of even order of the group G is 
said to be strongly embedded in G if IH n Hgl is odd for all g E G\H (the 
possibility that H (and hence G) has cyclic or generalized quaternion Sylow 
2-subgroups is not excluded. Some of the arguments below are the original 
arguments of Bender and Suzuki (e.g., Cl]). 
PROPOSITION 8. Suppose that H is a strongly embedded subgroup of the 
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group G. Then Indz(k) g k@ [OS, 1 Pi], where the Pi are pairwise non- 
isomorphic projective simple kG-modules. 
Proox Let t be an involution of H. Then C’,(t) <H. Thus Indz(k) is a 
submodule of Ind&,(k). It is well known (and easy to check) that 
Indg(k) g k 0 X, where X is a projective kG-module. By Corollary 7, X is 
a direct sum of pairwise non-isomorphic projective indecomposable kG- 
modules each with no trivial composition factor, and no two of which have 
a common composition factor. Thus IndC,(R) g R 0 Y, where Y is a projec- 
tive RG-module whose character, B say, is the sum of distinct irreducible 
characters, so End,& Indg( R)) is commutative. 
Now let fi=x hEH h (in kG), and identify the left kG-module Inds(k) 
with the left ideal KGI? of kG. Then (as in[2], but as can easily be seen 
directly in this case) there is an algebra epimorphism gH: kGH + 
End,,(kGfi) given by fi(xa,) = fix’ (where (C cc,g)‘= C a,g-‘) for 
x E kGH). Let us denote End,,(kGfi) by E. 
Now whenever A: E+ k is an algebra epimorphism, (TV. 11 z(kG) yields a 
linear character of Z(kG). Let c’, denote the class sum of t in Z(kG) (note 
that by Corollary 5, e.g., G has only one conjugacy class of involutions and 
thus so does H). We claim that c’,fi= G. 
Choose y E G. If ttg has even order then by a standard argument, tg E H, 
so tg = th for some h E H, and g E H. If ttg has odd order, then tg = tX for 
some involution XE (t, t”) so that gx-’ E C,(t) <H. Thus G = H. tG (as 
sets), and every coset of H in G contains an involution. We claim that 
every coset of H in G contains an odd number of involutions. This is 
certainly true of the coset H. Suppose that U, v are involutions of G\H with 
uv E H. Then uv E H n H”, so u and v are conjugate via an element of 
H n H”. Conversely, if x E H n H”, then xu x-’ E uH. Thus the number of 
involutions in uH is [Hn H”: C,(U)], which is certainly.odd. 
Now for ~7 EG, the coefficient of y in c’,. I? is clearly ( tG n yHI 1,. Thus 
c,. I?= G, as claimed. Now there is an idempotent e E E with fie = G (and 
it is easy to check that Ee is one-dimensional, so that e is primitive). Thus 
cZcH=e and crrrH .A = 0 whenever A is an algebra epimorphism E + k 
with eA = 0. 
The number of mutually orthogonal primitive idempotents of E is the 
number of indecomposable summands of Indg(k) (since E is com- 
mutative). We claim that each projective indecomposable summand of 
Indg(k) is simple. 
Let P be such a summand, f be the corresponding primitive idempotent 
of E, and 1: E -+ k the algebra epimorphism with fA.= 1. Then 
P==a,-4z(kG) is a linear character of Z(kG) with c’,p = eA = el fA = 0. By 
Corollary 2.11 of Knorr ( [ 3]), ,u is associated to a block of defect zero of kG. 
Let e’ be the central primitive idempotent corresponding to the block of 
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kG “containing” P, and let us “1ift”f to a primitive idempotent, f ', of kGH 
with f ‘OH =J: Then kGfif’ z P, and e’kGfif’ # 0 (for e’ acts as the identity 
transformation of P). Thus elf’ =f’ (by the primitivity off’ within kGN), 
so that e’cJH. 2 #O, and e’p # 0. Hence kGe’ is a block of defect 0 of kG, so 
that P is simple (since P is isomorphic to a summand of kGe’). The proof 
of Proposition 8 is complete. 
We conclude with: 
hOPOSITION 9. Let p be an odd prime and k be an algebraically closed 
field of characteristic p. Then for any n E N, there is a finite group G, an ele- 
ment x of order p in G, such that IndG,GCx) (k) has a projective indecomposable 
summand of multiplicity greater than n. 
Proof: Choose a prime q > n with q EE 1 (mod p). Let \v be a primitive 
pth root of unity in GF(q). Let 
in GL(3, q), 
and let 
U=t(i a :):a,b,cEGF(q)\ ESyJ(GL(3,q)). 
Let G= (x) U. 
Then C,(x) = 1 U, and NJ(x))= (x). Now Ind~,,(k)zk@ V, where 
V is projective, and ResF,(k 0 V) r kU. Also, U is non-abelian, so there is 
a simple k&module, M say, with dim,(M)> 1 (in fact, dim,(M) =q). 
Then IndF(M) is indecomposable (in fact, irreducible) and projective and 
occurs dim,(M) times as a summand of k 0 V (since M occurs dim,(M) 
times as a summand of Resz(k@ V)). 
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